2.01  DEMOLISH (E) STORAGE TENTS SUPPORTS AND FOOTING AS REQUIRED SEE ENF.- ON A002.

2.06  DEMOLISH AS-BUILT NON CONFORMING DOOR.

2.07  DEMOLISH (E) NON.CONFORMING TENT STRUCTURES. APPX 2,144 SF

2.08  (E) STRAIRCASE TO REMAIN.

2.09  (E) AWNING TO REMAIN.

23.01  EXISTING UNPERMITTED DOOR MOUNTED AC UNIT IN DOOR WINDOW TO BE REMOVED. REPAIR DOOR AS REQUIRED AND INSTALL TEMPERED GLAZING IN PLACE. MATCH TO ORIGINAL DOOR’S GLAZING PATTERN.

32.01  EXISTING - HIGH CHAINLINK FENCING TO REMAIN.

32.02  EXISTING - HIGH CHAINLINK FENCING TO REMAIN.
EXISTING ROOF PLAN

existent - high chainlink fencing to remain.
existent - high chainlink fencing to remain.
install new high chain link fence and accessible gates.

keynote legend

8.01  install new 3'-0" wide min. door. see a701 for additional info.
10.12 new tactile accessibility sign. see detail 1/a005 for additional information.
23.01 existent unpermitted door mounted ac unit in door window to be removed. repair door as required and install tempered glazing in place. match to original door's glazing pattern.
32.01 existent - high chainlink fencing to remain.
32.02 existent - high chainlink fencing to remain.
32.04 install new high chain link fence and accessible gates.

permit set

no. description date
1 1st resubmission 06/26/2018
2 2nd resub 10/11/2018
3 abr resubmission 12/03/2018
4th pcc resub 5/13/2019

proposed exterior elevations